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Model Number: 268170

NorthStar 268170 Skid Sprayer  200-Gallon Capacity Tank 160cc Honda GX160 Engine

Manufacturer: NorthStar

NorthStar 268170 Skid Sprayer &mdash; 200-Gallon Capacity Tank, 160cc Honda
GX160 Engine
Product Summary
Truck-mounted NorthStar&reg; sprayer handles the big spraying jobs with its
200-gallon capacity and dependable diaphragm pump from Comet. Honda-powered
unit is powerful and reliable for years of heavy-duty use. NorthStar's tank features
extra-thick walls that won't bulge or sag and stands up to chemicals thanks to a
superior chemical-resistance polymer. Tank is UV-stabilized to prevent fading and
other sun damage. Comes with 300ft. hose and lawn spray gun for a long reach. Add
a broadcast kit, trailer kit and high-speed trailer kit to convert to tow-behind sprayer
for ag applications.

What's Included

     (1) Sprayer

Owner's Manual
  Factory charges $1314 shipping on this item, please note your invoice can be billed
the difference between your shipping deposit ($885) and the actual charges of $1314
This means we take a deposit for $885 you will owe the balance of an extra $429.00
Factory collects sales tax in all states 

A Sprayer That Will Last

Stands up to Chemicals
Because we knew you'd be using this sprayer for the toughest jobs, we gave it a
pump that can handle the some of the most treacherous agricultural chemicals. The
Comet ASP41 is made with anodized aluminum for maximum resistance to corrosion
and maximum pressure.
Fuel Efficient, High Output Honda Engine
There aren't any better names than Honda when it comes to small engines. That's
why we put one on our skid sprayer. This GX160 packs a punch but is easier to work
with than other engines, with lower noise levels, lower vibration and lower emissions.
Its design gives you better fuel economy.

Huge, Durable Tanks
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Stand Up To Hard Use
When it comes to quality, we didn't cut any corners. Even our chemical tanks are built
better and stronger, providing exceptional durability for years of trouble free service.
The heavy duty, UV and chemical resistant polymer design prevents bulging and
sagging. A large tank lid provides easy filling and the tank bottom drain provides easy
emptying.
Fewer Refills Means More Productivity
Stopping in the middle of a job to refill is time and money wasted. With the NorthStar
Skid Sprayer's 200 gallon tank, you can cover more ground with fewer interruptions, a
great feature when working in remote locations.

Expand your options

Build the Perfect Sprayer
The NorthStar Skid Sprayer works great from the start, but we also offer a number of
kits that let you expand it to suit your needs. Add the broadcast kit to make spraying
large areas a breeze. Choose the trailer hitch to add an ag style coupler and 13in.
tires. The High-speed trailer upgrade kit gives you a 2in. ball coupler, light kits and
safety chains.

Over 1000 Hours of Testing

Proven Quality
No one builds sprayers better. And no one tests sprayers more. Northern Tool +
Equipment engineers put each NorthStar sprayer component through a series of
extensive, real world procedures in our testing facility and in the field. Before you put
your sprayer to the test for the first time, we already have.
Setting the Standard for Over 20 Years
For over two decades, NorthStar has the standard for quality, performance and
reliability. Professionals and do it yourselfers trust the superior quality of NorthStar to
get the job done right the first time, every time.
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Features + Benefits

    Broadcast Width: 36ft. when you order optional broadcast kit item# 268171
    Hose rated at 600 PSI
    Coxreels&reg; electric rewind hose reel (with manual handcrank override)
    Oil included in pump and gear box
    Compatible with Roundup&reg; agricultural brand herbicides

    Pressure gauge
    Panel-mount valves, gauge and regulator
    Slides easily into pickup truck bed
    Optional kits (sold separately): Broadcast kit (Item# 268171), Trailer kit (Item#
268175), High speed trailer upgrade kit (Item# 268176)
    Hose reel requires 12V lawn and garden battery, sold separately

Key Specs

    
        
            Item#
            268170
        
        
            Manufacturer's Warranty
            2 year commercial limited
        
        
            Ship Weight
            550.0 lbs
        
        
            Tank Size (gal.)
            200
        
        
            Flow (GPM)
            11
        
        
            Pressure (PSI)
            0&ndash;580
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            Spray Gun Type
            Lawn sprayer w/trigger lock
        
    

    
        
            Spray Pattern
            Shower
        
        
            Hose (in. x ft.)
            1/2 x 300
        
        
            Agitation
            Yes
        
        
            Pump
            Comet APS41 diaphragm direct drive
        
        
            Engine
            Honda GX OHV
        
        
            Gear Ratio
            1:6 1/2
        
        
            Dimensions L x W x H (in.)
            75 x 43 x 42
        
    

Please     note that Northern Tool, NorTrac, ETQ generators, Generac  generators,   
and NorthStar (as well as others) equipment collects  sales tax in    following states
on both the item and all shipping  charges in: Colorado, Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
and Wisconsin. To exempt you must be a non profit or government facility
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 13 April, 2017
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